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courts were unable to entertain foreign causes. This rule was
the necessary result of the practice by which the members of
the jury were summoned from the place where the operative
facts had occurred, since their function was to decide accord-
ing to their knowledge of the facts. The sheriff could scarcely
summon a jury from a foreign country in which the dispute
between the parties had arisen. It is true that special courts
were set up to deal with cases that might contain foreign
elements. The King established courts to consider complaints
made by foreigners whom he had invited to England and who
were therefore entitled to his protection. The staple courts and
the pie-powder courts decided mercantile disputes. But in each
of these cases the law administered was the law merchant,
which, at any rate in theory, was regarded as a universally
binding system. There was no question of applying a foreign
law at variance with the law of England.
When English traders began to extend their commercial The Court
activities beyond the seas, it was inevitable that they should ^drnir"
occasionally suffer from this inability to obtain redress in
respect of transactions effected abroad. A remedy ultimately
became available to them in the Court of Admiralty, which
extended its jurisdiction to foreign causes as early as the middle
of the fourteenth century. By the middle of the sixteenth
century it was competent to try disputes arising out of mer-
cantile dealings abroad.1 Again, however, there was no question
of choice of law, for the court dispensed the general law mari-
time or, in cases of purely commercial matters, the general law
merchant.2
By the end of the sixteenth century the common law courts in sir-
had begun to compete for this jurisdiction. The technical diffi- ^for-611"
culty that formerly stood in their way had disappeared, for the eign causes,
jury relied no longer on its own knowledge but on the testi- 5£jJ^J£
mony of witnesses. The initial step was to deal with 'mixed' abie'at
cases, i.e. those in which some of the operative facts occurred in ["
England, others abroad, as, for example, where the defendant
failed to perform in Spain a charter-party that had been made
in England.3 The final step, that of trying cases connected
solely with a foreign country, was facilitated by the new division
of actions into local and transitory. In transitory actions, i.e.
where the cause of action might have arisen anywhere, there
was no necessity to summon the jury from one particular neigh-
bourhood. The plaintiff could sue the defendant where he was
1 Sack, op. cit., pp. 353-5.        2 Ibid., p. 355.       * Ibid., pp. 359-6°-

